
LING/JAPN 563 — Structure of Japanese Fall 2023

Final project:  Methodology plan

Due Monday, November 20, 12:30pm on Canvas in “Assignments” as .pdf 

The methodology plan is worth 30% of  the final project grade.  It is based on the handout 
“Choosing a structure for your final project”, but with some further elaboration as specified here. 

Answer question (1) and question (2), plus either question (3) or question (4) depending on the 
structure of your project.

(1) Is your project a data-focused project or a theory-focused project (according to the criteria 
on the handout “Choosing a structure for your final project”)?

(2) Answer questions (a) and (b) on the handout “Choosing a structure for your final project” 
for the appropriate category of  project.

(3) For a data-focused project only:  
Answer question (c) on the handout “Choosing a structure for your final project”, 
incorporating the following additional information.

• What sources will you use to collect data?  Some examples:  a dictionary or corpus, 
interviews or questionnaires with native speakers, online media, published texts, etc.

• Do you already have access to the specific data sources you plan to use?  If  yes, please 
explain (how many native speakers?  which dictionary?  which YouTube videos? etc.).  
If  no, please explain your plan for finding or getting access to your data sources.  
Again, please be specific about the number (etc.) of  specific data sources you plan to 
use.

• What specific categories of  language data will you count or classify?  Imagine you are 
telling a research assistant how to carry out your project plan:  be specific enough that 
someone else could read your description and carry out your analysis.  Make it clear 
how your planned study compares two or more conditions as in question (1b) on the 
handout “Choosing a structure for your final project”.
- If  you plan to interview native speakers or administer a questionnaire, include your 

interview materials or questionnaire as part of  this document.  Organize the 
individual items or questions in a way that highlights your project’s structure.  Then 
explain how they will be presented to participants (randomized?).

- If  you plan to count the occurrences of  different linguistic forms or structures in 
existing language data, explain what categories you are analyzing or comparing and
exactly what kind of  language data would qualify as an occurrence of  what you are 
counting.

• Once you have finished counting or classifying  your language data, how will you use 
the numbers you have collected to answer your research question?  For example, what 
values will you compare?  What kind of  data graphic or plot will you use to present 
your comparison?
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(4) For a theory-focused project only:
Answer questions (c) and (d) on the handout “Choosing a structure for your final project”, 
incorporating the following additional information.

• Answer question (c) by summarizing or describing the crucial evidence that has been 
presented for each side of  the theoretical debate (as you will present it in your final 
project based on your key sources — this does not have be an extensive review of  all 
relevant literature).  Show at least one concrete linguistic example of  each kind of 
evidence and explain its relevance to the debate.

• Address question (d):
- If  you have already determined what source you will use to find language data that 

supports one position in the theoretical debate, identify your source and summarize 
or describe the evidence.  Again, show at least one linguistic example and explain its 
relevance.

- If  you have not already determined what source you will use to find language data 
that helps decide this debate, explain your plan for finding data.  What kind of  data 
are you looking for, or how do you plan to search for data?  (For example:  are you 
searching in the research literature, and if  so, for what?  Are you planning to collect 
language data that bears on the question, and if  so, from what source?)

- If  you plan to collect your own language data to support one or the other position in 
the theoretical debate, see question (3) above for experiment design factors to report.
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